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There was something vaguely familiar about her.
"You were told to wait for us - Here? - "
She nodded briefly.
"That's strange - we didn't even know that we would be here
ourselves," Carl went on, now becoming suspicious. "Who told you to wait
here?"
"The police - or someone that looked like the police - It looks as if they
know more than you, doesn't it?"
The answer was militantly defiant. Carl attempted a diplomatic smile, it
was a painful effort.
"You were told to wait for us specifically?"
"Yes, unless there's another convoy of fourteen cars, carrying New
Apostolics!"
"And are you - by any chance - also New Apostolic?"
"I am."
"Then, I suppose you would have to be waiting for us - Good evening,
sister?"
She didn't respond to the inflected request for her name - instead, she
held out her hand in greeting.
"I'm not travelling alone - perhaps you had better look into the back of
the car."
After a moments hesitation, Carl peered into the back seat and met the
direct gaze of a large, elderly man. He went cold, struck rigid by the shock.
The big man continued to stare without blinking. Carl found his voice - or at
least, some sort of voice, which rasped up from somewhere inside.
"Good evening - " he began.
"He doesn't hear you," the woman interrupted sharply - then more
softly. "He hasn't spoken since it happened - he just sits - and stares."
She was close to breaking point. Carl looked back at the big man,
whose mop of thick, white hair had made him so distinctive in a crowd.
"Good evening, Apostle Carter - "
There was no response. The Apostle stared at him - through him -
beyond him - at something.
Carl remembered how often he had looked into those same eyes and
had felt stripped of every pretence. Those eyes had searched through every
barrier - penetrating deep into the soul in unblinking candour. This staring
was lifeless. The gaze of a man who had retreated within himself in the face
of some unimaginable horror - and that was what it amounted to for an
Apostle of Jesus to be passed by on the Day of the First Resurrection.
Carl remembered the essence of the words of another Apostle in the
biography presented on the occasion of his ordination to into that high
ministry. The Apostle had said - 'I am conscious, when accepting this high
responsibility, that I will be deserving of less Grace when the Day of the Lord
comes. For I will be in a position to know what was expected of me'.
Carl hadn't cried for his wife and children but now he wept before the
unseeing eyes of his Apostle. The other drivers and passengers in the party
had gathered round. The whisper went from one to the other, as the identity
of the man became known. Some joined Carl in his outburst of emotion, while



others retreated behind a bland mask that was hard to read. The Apostle's
driver spoke.
"I was told to make my journey fast. I was told also, that the super
powers were going to be involved in the middle east conflict within a matter of
hours at the most - Crying doesn't help - "
The voice was acrid with bitterness. It was like a slap in the face. Carl
got a grip on himself. He withdrew his head from the Apostle's car.
"Where was he - when it happened?"
"On holiday in Demarra. I had to drive all day yesterday and all night to
get here by this time. I was given a deadline."
Carl waited for more.
"Yesterday morning, at the holiday house, two policemen knocked at
the door quite early - We didn't know about the First Resurrection, you see. It
was then that father just refused to say another word. All he does is to
respond when I tell him to walk or to get into the car - but that's all - he won't
eat - "
Her voice broke momentarily.
"Let's get on! We can talk later - if there is a later."
You're the Apostle's daughter?"
She nodded slightly.
"You're quite right, Sr. Carter - we should push on - but I think you
should have a break from driving - "
"Not Carter - I married - I am now a widow. My married
name is Heston. My husband was killed in a car accident some time ago. I
hate driving. I'd appreciate a break."
Carl forced a smile. She was her father's daughter - or more correctly
put, the daughter of the man her father had once been. The Apostle had
always been quick to come to decisions and to express them in as few words
as possible.
"I'll drive you myself," he decided.
"If you think you're in better shape than me!"
"I'm all right - just a little stiff."
She said nothing else. Carl took the wheel of the Apostle's car, leaving
Bill to drive his. He was bone weary, stiff and sore, but the urgency of the
directions of the police left little time for feeling sorry for himself. It was
essential that the group got away from the populated areas. He looked
sideways at the Apostle's daughter. She was slumped against the passenger
door, apparently sleeping. He tried to get a view of the Apostle in the back
seat and met the wide, empty stare in the mirror. It was unnerving, he didn't
repeat the effort.
The highway led through open, infertile country that was barely
suitable even for rough grazing. As the daylight increased, he could see a
few homesteads at infrequent intervals. They were the sort of places where
people would scarcely have scratched a living. It was a depressing terrain,
flat and featureless - the beginning of the wilderness. His spirits sank even
lower, this - or something like it - was the best they could expect for the next
three and a half years.
They hadn't passed through a town since leaving Mandeville.
Somewhere up ahead, was another city. It was a place that he didn't
particularly want to visit. Already towns and cities were becoming too
dangerous, it would get worse as the populations became more frightened
and desperate.



"I thought we had missed you - "
Her voice made him jump - she hadn't been sleeping after all.
"And I wondered why we had taken so long to cover a mere one
hundred and twenty kilometres," he answered. "Now I know why - I guess it
goes to prove what some of my people have been saying - that we're still
governed by some part of the Godly plan - despite everything that has
happened."
"Or perhaps, because it has happened."
She fell silent, he would have liked to take his eyes of the road to
study her expression.
"I drove very hard - the patrolmen insisted that I wasn't to be later than
the time you arrived - They knew exactly when - "
Carl felt a surge of exaltation.
"They must have been a very special type of patrolman - We've been
told a few things we didn't know ourselves, as well."
She said nothing - then:
"What can be done about my father?"
It was Carl's turn to grope for words.
"Under normal circumstances, he ought to be in hospital for tests - at
the very least, a doctor - but where, out here?"
"We must avoid the cities," she answered sharply. "The patrolmen
were insistent - no cities - stay on the highway until you can go no further - "
Carl opened his mouth to argue and then shut it again. If he followed
Highway Twenty, they would go clean through the country to the mountain
range that formed the border with the their unfriendly neighbours.
"All right - if that's what the Angels said - "
"Angels?"
"Who else? They knew too much to be simple policemen."
There was another pause.
"It means that we'll have to leave my father as he is."
"It's my sincere hope that the shock will pass by itself."
"It sounds as if it will have to!"
The silence became heavy again. Carl tried to change the subject.
"Have you been keeping up with the news?"
"A little - it looks bad."
"It's what we have to expect - and that means that our cities will
become targets as well."
"And your angels knew it."
"They're your angels too."
"Don't preach to me - I've had a lifetime of it!"
He risked a glance at her. Her face was drawn and bitter. He looked
back to the road.
"It's time for the news - shall I put it on?"
He nodded.
The music was sombre and martial - not the usual fare provided by the
breakfast anchorman. It was depressing, dirge like, heightening the feeling of
time running out. It faded and the newscaster's voice introduced the bulletin.
"News from the Middle East continues to dominate the world scene.
The hitherto uncommitted Arab states have been drawn into the conflict with
Israel, spurred on by unrest within their own cities and towns. Israel now finds
herself encompassed by the forces of the Jihad Alliance and their
supporters."



"Very biblical - that word encompassed -" Carl murmured.
She nodded.
"The Soviet Union has issued an ultimatum, calling upon the State of
Israel to surrender itself to the mercies of her opponents unconditionally.
Earlier, the Soviets launched a limited nuclear attack on the Dead Sea
missile launching site used by Israel against the cities of Teheran, Baku and
forces deployed against Damascus. The launch site was totally destroyed
and eliminates Israel's ability to respond.
Washington's reaction has been muted, despite vigorous lobbying by
influential Jewish leaders. The Administration is moving carefully in the face
of world wide condemnation and outrage following the Israeli strike.
Washington has confined itself to pleas for moderation and would appear to
have washed its hands of a troublesome ex ally. NATO forces in Europe
remain on full alert, following the mobilisation of the Warsaw Pact divisions.
Mass evacuations are taking place from major cities throughout the
world. There is a stream of traffic away from the cities into the surrounding
countryside in anticipation of an escalation of the crisis and potential world
involvement. Tremendous logistical problems are already apparent, together
with an inevitable breakdown of law and order. Widespread looting and
property destruction is being reported. Political and Church Leaders are
appealing for calm but the reaction of the average citizen is one of
‹arising panic.
Scheduled programs have been suspended on all major networks for
the duration of the crisis. You are advised to remain tuned at all times for
bulletins and announcements."
The sober music resumed. Carl reached over to decrease the volume.
He looked into the rear vision mirror at the Apostle. The big man's expression
hadn't changed and there was no sign of comprehension in the staring eyes.
The traffic was increasing but mostly from the direction in which they
were travelling. A number of cars flicked their headlights on and off. It wasn't
clear whether it was a greeting or a warning. Carl tried to remember what was
ahead. He was sure that there was no town on this side of the river. It was the
one weakness of their plan to use Highway Twenty. It crossed the gorge of
the Pindar River on a long, narrow bridge which had never been widened to
handle the increased traffic load. If there was a place to obstruct their
passage to safety, it would be there.
It wasn't long before they joined the end of a long, crawling queue of
traffic. Most of the cars ahead of them were stacked to danger point with
household goods and passengers. They were still travelling fast enough to
pass a
‹apathetic succession of vehicles that had pulled of the road, or had been
pushed off with a variety of problems. Family groups stood around in forlorn
huddles, while the husband or father tried to grapple with steaming engines
or broken springs and axles. Nobody stopped to help, the rule was to push on
and hope that your own luck would hold and that it didn't happen to you. The
fittest continued to survive and the weak fell by the wayside. There were no
Good Samaritans.
Carl turned his eyes away and stared past the mute appeal of the
stranded families.
"And the Priest and the Levite passed by on the other side of the
road," commented his passenger.
Carl's response was savage with repressed guilt.



"What do you expect me to do? - Stop and jeopardise our chances!"
he snapped angrily. "Someone else will help them - "
"If you say so - I'm sorry, I should have kept my mouth shut."
He agreed with her whole-heartedly but refrained from telling her so.
He had other worries. The progress forward was almost non-existent. There
had to be an alternative, something better than following the lead of those
who pulled out of the queue ahead to return back to where they had come
from. He knew they couldn't go back - there was only death behind them and
in front there was now a lengthening line of trapped, creeping cars.
There were the usual attempts to jump the queue. Those who
imagined themselves to have special privileges, streamed arrogantly down
the wrong side of the road, attempting to squeeze into any gap that opened
up. It wasn't long before fights started and soon, the whole road was blocked
with vehicles trying to go in the same direction. Now, there was
‹no escape route back to the cities.
Carl lowered his window a fraction. The sounds of dispute were
increasing. It was anger tinged with panic and it was a dangerous mixture.
Someone started to express his point of view with something stronger than
words - a gunshot crackled over the general uproar, muting it momentarily. In
the rear vision mirror, Carl could see the heads of the drivers of his convoy
emerging from their windows. It wasn't long before Bill Pascoe sprinted along
the road.
"How would it be if I took a look from up there?"
He pointed to the top of the bank at the side of the road. It wasn't far to
the top."
Make it quick, Bill."
Carl watched him run up the side of the incline and wished that he had
warned him to keep his head down. Bill made it to the top without incident
and looked in the direction in which they wanted to go. He didn't take long to
begin the scramble back to the road.
"The road is choked as far as I could see. The bridge across the gorge
is about three kilometres away. Someone has blocked it with heavy
transporters. I couldn't make out what was happening but now and then, a car
is allowed through. The road's clear on the other side."
"It seems obvious," Sr. Heston interjected. "There'll always be
someone to cash in on the general panic. They've blocked the bridge and
they're exacting a toll on anyone who wants to cross - "
"We aren't going to get very far with the cars," Bill continued.
"And we won't get very far without them," Carl declared.
"The people with the popguns might get the way clear," Bill said
hopefully.
"More than likely, they'll start a gunfight with the current ambushers
and whoever wins will increase the fee." Sr. Heston responded.
Carl eyed the turmoil ahead. Slowly the tide of aggression and
argument, was creeping back towards them. More and more of the drivers
were getting involved.
"It looks like a good time to make up your mind." Sr. Heston observed.
She managed to sound remotely interested. Carl swallowed the
response he would have liked to have made.
"Have you a road map?"
She opened the glove box and produced a well creased and folded
map. It was open to the area in which they were travelling. Carl accepted it



without a word and pinpointed their location. The Highway ran downhill to the
bridge, no other roads crossed the river for dozens of kilometres. There were
no side roads as such, but there were a few tracks leading off the highway.
They formed a nebulous network connecting farms.
"One of those tracks comes back there," Bill pointed. "It doesn't seem
too bad - at least, not the part I could see."
"Can we get to it?"
"I think so - it's in the middle of our piece of the highway."
Carl took the sister's suggestion to heart and made up his mind. He felt
a peculiar calmness, as if the decision wasn't really his but had been made
for him. They couldn't go on - so it must be intended that they did something
else.
"Tell the other drivers what we want to do - and Bill, tell them to make
sure that we aren't cut off by anybody. The cars at this end will have to
reverse back to the gate. Let our people know at the back that they have to
hold the line behind them until we have the chance to get through it.
Bill sprinted back to the line of cars, stopping at each one to spread
the word.
"It's good to have a servant!" Sr. Heston said.
Carl turned sharply and glared at her.
"It's better to have a friend and a brother - Now, perhaps you would
prefer to make other plans - you appreciate that you're not obliged to come
with us?"
"The preference is yours, Priest Steinbecker," she answered without
emotion.
"I'll tell you what I've told the others - I'm not setting myself up as a
leader of refugees from the wrath of God! I've told them that if they wished to
come along, they could. They can leave me when they like, or they can stay.
If they stay, I would prefer that we stay together because I believe that is the
way God wants it. It's your decision, Sr. Heston - go or stay - just as you like!"
"And with the decision, is expected my acceptance of a warning not to
rock the boat?"
"If you like to see it that way - yes!"
She shrugged.
"We stay - it's all the same to me."
 


